
Trusted by the U.S. Navy, large prime contractors, and 

small businesses, PURVIS equips the Department of 

Defense with the sustainable, engineered solutions 

needed to protect our nation’s security.

Our team of defense experts – many with advanced 

U.S. Naval warfare experience – has over 45+ years of 

experience in developing, implementing, and 

maintaining mission-critical systems for the 

Department of Defense – on land and at sea. We’re 

intrinsically motivated to do what’s right and deliver 

what we promise, on time and on budget.

Technology Solutions with Peace of Mind

“PURVIS was required to support an unplanned system installation 

on a first-of-a-kind platform overseas to support an emergency fleet 

requirement. They worked weekends and o�-hours to deliver a 

high-quality installation that was completed earlier than planned.” 

- Contractor Performance Assessment Report (CPAR)

Serving the 
Department of 
Defense since 1973
Supporting Mission-Critical Technologies
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Methodical in approach and meticulous in execution, we provide the solutions and support you need to 

protect the life, safety, and property of those you serve.

PURVIS supports the Department of Defense with 

engineering and technical services, providing full 

life-cycle support for systems and platforms including:

Maritime Warfare

Configuration Management

Engineering studies and concept development

System design and programming

Temporary Alteration (TEMPALT) development

Testing, installation, cyber certification, and training

Testing is embedded into every scope of work, helping 

ensure our solutions integrate with the existing infrastructure 

seamlessly.  Our rigorous approach to testing includes:

Operational Testing & Assessments

Subsequent onsite systems integration

Rigorous testing to preserving existing system functionality

Evaluation of Operator/Human Machine Interface (OMI/HMI)

Our tenured experience, unmatched technical knowledge, and 

exceptional service ensures systems operate seamlessly 

24/7/365.  As part of our ongoing services, we o�er:

Field Support & Maintenance

24/7/365 support

Extensive training and knowledge transfer programs

Integrated product and logistics support

Interactive electronic technical manuals (IETMs)

On three separate occasions 

during this reporting period, 

the PURVIS team supported 

a last-minute travel request to travel 

and work outside core hours, which 

was needed to diagnose and repair 

system functionality. 

- Contractor Performance 
   Assessment Report (CPAR)

What We Do
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Our engineered solutions solve for exact programmatic 

and technical challenges while aligning with existing IT 

policies. We can serve as an independent consultant or 

implement changes, with IT services including:

Ongoing system administration

Subject matter expertise and certifications

in a variety of tools & platforms

Cybersecurity compliance and

information assurance (IA)

We o�er a wide range of engineering services 

providing valuable insight on design, development, 

modernization of hardware and software, systems 

integration, and compliance. Services include:

Systems Development & Integration

Integration and interoperability

System installation extending to TDP and TEMPALT

NAVSEA 04RP certification as an Alteration

Installation Team (AIT)

Logistics Supportability Analysis

PURVIS’ proactive 

management and 

flexibility in response to 

emergent events allow programs 

to meet additional fleet 

requirements, resulting in 

significant cost savings.

- Contractor Performance 
   Assessment Report (CPAR)

Under PURVIS management, the 

Lab was recognized as the Gold 

Standard, consistently meeting or 

exceeding all metrics of compliance for 

Information Assurance (IA) standards.  With 

PURVIS’ support, the Department was 

the first to achieve 100% compliance

with vulnerability patching and STIG’s 

in  support of the U-NCCM RMF package.

- Department  IT Lead

Information Technology
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PURVIS.com    |    ReachUs@PURVIS.com    |    401.849.4750
Technology Solutions with Peace of Mind

As a small business, PURVIS is uniquely positioned to serve as a true extension of your organization. 

We start by developing a deep familiarity with the system and technologies so we can engineer 

specialized solutions that solve for your programmatic and technical challenges. Grounding our 

partnership in honesty and integrity, your dedicated team is empowered to go the extra mile and do 

what it takes to deliver what you need.

We Build Sustainable, 
Engineered Solutions

In an industry that cannot operate with errors, PURVIS is meticulous.  As the technology solutions partner of 

choice for the U.S. Navy, large prime contractors, and small business, when you partner with PURVIS, you get:

Interested in learning more about our technology solutions

that deliver accurate and reliable results? Let’s connect.

Partnered Solutions

PURVIS proactively seeks ways to combine processes and save time, allowing us to remain on track 

regardless of schedule shifts or unexpected deviations. Our quality assurance measures mitigate risk 

and uncertainties, producing consistent, reliable outcomes. As your partner, we’re intrinsically 

motivated to do what’s right and deliver what we promise – on time and on budget.

Proactive, Reliable Project Management

Our team of defense experts – many with advanced U.S. Naval warfare experience – have a 

profound understanding of DoD operations, procedures, capabilities, and technologies. We 

exhaust all resources to assure our solutions – whether system development, installation, training, 

facilities management, technical manuals, or life cycle logistics support and configuration 

management – are tailored to your unique needs. You always have access to the experts who can 

solve your most complex challenges, day or night. 

Tenured Expertise

Our Approach
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